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NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS ARE NOT DANGEROUS
by Don Brunei1
MISSOULA--
"The probability of a nuclear explosion in an atomic power plant is non-existant because 
of the physical design of the reactor and the fissionable material.’'
Dr. James E. Martin, deputy chief of the nuclear facilities branch for the U.S. Public 
Health Bureau, assured the participants of the third of the 10-week hydrology lecture series 
at the University of Montana that a nuclear explosion at an atomic power plant is very
Martin said the nuclear plants are designed so the fissionable material will melt rather 
than explode. The plant is thus planned to contain the melting radioactive matter that 
endangers public health.
One of the major problems in atomic power plant planning is site selection, Dr. Martin 
said. Nuclear power producing units are located away from populated areas, however ma^'
times after the plants are built industry and urban communities tend to locate near th 
power station.
He said hearings following site selection are usually cut and dry before hand, but a 
great deal of planning by state, local and federal agencies is involved. They weigh the 
good and bad aspects of the site and plant design before the selection of an area.
Thermal nuclear wastes are not criterion in the selection process. The Atomic Energy 
Commission has rigid standards for nuclear wastes and plants must dilute the fluid wastes 
to less than a one per cent thermal concentration before they are dumped into the rive—  
artin said, no significant instances of radioactive releases have endangercu 
public health in the past and does not expect any accidents in the future.
unlikely.
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By 1999, he stated, about 50 per cent of the power production in the United States 
will be generated in nuclear facilities. Today, only one per cent of the power comes f~om 
atomic power units.
Dr. Martin stated the Pacific Northwest has lagged behind in nuclear power plant 
planning mainly because the need in the area is not great. At present, the hydroelectric 
power from the Columbia River Basin has satisfied the needs of the section.
Next Wednesday Michael McCloskey, Sierra Conservation Club director will be the 
speaker in the hydrology series sponsored by the UM School of Forestry.
